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Abstract. Anonymization of data is an indispensable task when sen-
sible data has to be shared between different organizations, e.g. when
sharing genomic data gathered at and shared between different medi-
cal research organizations. Several concepts have been discussed during
the last couple years, for instance k-anyonymity and `-diversity. Both
concepts are privacy constraints that must be guaranteed in query re-
sults to assure a high privacy degree. However, the approaches presented
so far cannot deal with NULL values in the underlying data sources.
In this technical report we will discuss the problem of NULL values
for anonymization in detail and present and discuss our approach for
k-anonymity which explicitly considers NULL values. Furthermore, we
will present our implementation of this approach.
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1 Introduction

Anonymization of data is an indispensable task when sensible data or microdata
(any collection of data with detailed information on entities) has to be shared
between different organizations, e.g. when sharing genomic data gathered at and
shared between different medical research organizations. Several concepts have
been discussed during the couple last years, for instance k-anyonymity and `-
diversity (an overview over these concepts is given in [10]).

Furthermore, for data collections requiring the willingness of data owners
to share (donate) their data, studies [6] clearly indicate that the protection of
privacy is one of the major concerns of data owners and decisive for a consent
to donate data [12]. For protecting privacy from linkage attacks the concept
of k-anonymity received probably the widest attention. Its core idea is to pre-
serve privacy by hiding each individual in a crowd of at least k members. Many
anonymization algorithms implementing these concepts were developed.

∗The work reported here was supported by the Austrian Ministry of Science and
Research within the project BBMRI.AT and the Technologie- und Methodenplattform
für die vernetzte medizinische Forschung e.V. (TMF) within the project ANON.
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Surprisingly, neither the original definition of k-anonymity nor any of the
many anonymization algorithms deals with unknown, or missing values (NULL
values in database terms) in microdata. We could not find a single source dis-
cussing the problem of NULL values in microdata for anonymization. Recent
surveys [21] or textbooks [11] do not mention NULL values or missing values.
However, all techniques and algorithms we found, explicitly or implicitly require
that all records with at least one NULL value have to be removed from a table
before it can be anonymized ([18,15,14,28,25,31,13,3], and many more). There is
only some treatment of NULL values in form of suppressed values, i.e. NULL val-
ues resulting from removing ("suppressing") data in the course of anonymization
procedures. Attack possibilities on suppressed rows can be found in [29] and [24].
A discussion about suppression of values in single cells can be found in [5,22,1].
However, neither of these approaches discusses the problem of missing values in
the original data or of non-existing values due to non-applicable attributes.

NULL values, nevertheless, are not exceptional in microdata, e.g. they appear
frequently in datasets for medical research [8,7,32]: Some attributes might not
be applicable for each patient. A patient might have refused to answer some
questions in a questionnaire or could not be asked due to physical or mental
conditions. In an emergency situation some test might not have been performed,
etc. etc.

Anonymization by generalization and suppression of data cause loss of in-
formation. The aim of reducing this information loss triggered many research
efforts. The ignorance of NULL values in anonymization algorithms results in
dropping rows from a table, causing a considerable loss of information. Further-
more, dropping rows with NULL values also could introduce some bias in the
dataset which is not contained in the original table. This is of course unfortunate
for further analysis of the data (for example in evidence based medicine) and
might compromise the statistical validity of the results. For example, dropping
rows with a NULL value in the field occupation would skip all children from the
data set and introduce an age bias which was not present in the original dataset.

In [4], we provided a thorough grounding for the treatment of NULL values
in anonymization algorithms. Furthermore, we showed that we can reduce the
problem of NULL values in k-anonymity to different definitions of matching
between values and NULL values. In this technical report we will discuss the
implementation of our approach, named ANON, in detail.

This technical report is organized as follows: in section 2 we will give an
overview of k-anyonymity and `-diversity. Furthermore the concepts presented
in [4] will be discussed. In section 3 we will discuss the ANON Anonymization
algorithms in detail. Section 4 will discuss the ANON implementation. Evalua-
tion results and experiments will be presented in section 5. Finally, conclusions
will be given in section 6.
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2 Basic Terms and Techniques

2.1 k-anonymity and `-diversity

Data privacy is often one of the most important requirements when dealing
with data. This is especially the case if personal data is the subject matter. For
this purpose several privacy preserving techniques have been introduced in the
literature. Matthews and Harel describe in [20] the major methods for assessing
privacy. In this work we focus on the anonymization approach, in particular
the combination of k-anonymity and `-diversity. An overview over the privacy
models of anonymization approach is given in [10].

k-Anonymity and `-diversity are two privacy constraints that must be guar-
anteed in microdata to assure a high privacy degree. k-Anonymity[26] is checked
on quasi identifiers and `-diversity[19] on sensitive attributes, after unique iden-
tifiers (e.g. social security number, full name, etc.) have been removed from the
data. Table 1 shows an example of such microdata and groups the attributes
into (1) unique identifiers, (2) quasi-identifiers or non-sensitive attributes and
(3) sensitive attributes.

Unique identifier Quasi-identifiers Sensitive attribute
Name ZIP Age Sex Condition
Alice 13053 28 F Hepatitis
Bob 13068 29 M Hepatitis

Charlie 13068 21 M Flu
Daniel 13053 23 M Flu
Emma 14853 50 F Cancer
Felix 14853 55 M Hepatitis
George 14850 47 M Flu
Harry 14850 49 M Flu
Isabel 13053 31 F Cancer
Jenny 13053 37 F Cancer
Kate 13068 36 F Cancer
Lara 13068 35 F Cancer

Table 1. Example of microdata in medical domain (adapted from [19]).

Unique identifiers, as indicated by the word itself, are a group of identifiers
that uniquely identify a person. Social security numbers and other similar iden-
tifiers belong to this group. Quasi-identifiers (e.g. age, height) per definition do
not identify a person, but a set of them together can become an identifier when
they are linked to some other data source that contains the same quasi identifiers
and additionally unique identifiers. Such linking of 2 sources is called a linking
attack [29]. The linking attack can be successfully prevented with k-anonymity
of microdata. k-Anonymity assures that each individual (record) is hidden in a
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crowd of k individuals with identical quasi identifier values. In a table with mi-
crodata, we call a crowd of people that do not distinguish in their quasi identifiers
a partition, a group or a block.

k-Anonymity only checks the quasi identifiers of individuals, but not the
sensitive part of the data – the sensitive attributes. Those attributes reveal very
sensitive information about individuals, e.g. data about donors health or lifestyle.
This can be a diagnosis, sexual orientation, drug consumed, etc. Exactly this in-
formation is essential for research, but must not be linked to an individual as
required by legal restrictions, contracts or ethical bylaws. The rights and dignity
of donors must be guaranteed. This guarantee can be assured with the combi-
nation of k-anonymity and `-diversity. `-Diversity proves the sensitive attributes
and checks if a partition with k records also contains ` different values of the
sensitive attributes. This constraint prevents attacks on sensitive attributes like
the homogeneity attack. Homogeneity attack[19] happens if all records within
a partition have the same value of a sensitive attribute. For example all pa-
tients from a partition with k or more records suffer from cancer. If we know
that somebody is "hidden" in this partition, we also know that he suffers from
cancer, because everybody in this partition suffers from cancer.

Table 2 below shows 2 anonymized versions of the initial table 1. The left
table is 4-anonymous, but it does not satisfy any reasonable diversity. Therefore
the last partition with the individuals {I, J,K,L} is not secure in respect to
homogeinity attack. The right table is 4-anonymous and additionally 3-diverse.
No described attacks can occur in this anonymized table version.

ZIP Age Sex Condition
A 130** < 30 * Hepatitis
B 130** < 30 * Hepatitis
C 130** < 30 * Flu
D 130** < 30 * Flu
E 148** ≥ 40 * Cancer
F 148** ≥ 40 * Hepatitis
G 148** ≥ 40 * Flu
H 148** ≥ 40 * Flu
I 130** 3* * Cancer
J 130** 3* * Cancer
K 130** 3* * Cancer
L 130** 3* * Cancer

ZIP Age Sex Condition
A 1305* ≤ 40 * Hepatitis
D 1305* ≤ 40 * Flu
I 1305* ≤ 40 * Cancer
J 1305* ≤ 40 * Cancer
E 1485* > 40 * Cancer
F 1485* > 40 * Hepatitis
G 1485* > 40 * Flu
H 1485* > 40 * Flu
B 1306* ≤ 40 * Hepatitis
C 1306* ≤ 40 * Flu
K 1306* ≤ 40 * Cancer
L 1306* ≤ 40 * Cancer

Table 2. 4-Anonymous table (left) and a 4-anonymous and 3-diverse table (right)
(adapted from [19]).
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2.2 Generalization and Suppression

Above, we described the basic terms and 2 major anonymization constraints k-
anonymity and `-diversity. Now, let us describe 2 basic techniques, generalization
and suppression, that are commonly used to achieve k-anonymity and `-diversity.
Both techniques decrease information content of the data to meet the required
privacy degree. They can be used isolated or in combination.

Generalization[26,29] replaces the values of quasi identifiers (QID) with more
general values. In order to do this, one must build generalization hierarchies
(taxonomy trees or intervals with step definitions) for all QIDs. Generalization
hierarchies define a transformation for each possible value from the domain with
the most detailed (original) values over the more general domains to the top
domain with a single, most general value. The generalization hierarchy and its
corresponding domains of the QID ZIP of the running example (tables 1 and 2
are shown in figure1.

D3 = {ALL}

D2 = {130∗∗, 148∗∗}

D1 = {1305∗, 1306∗, 1485∗}

D0 = {13053, 13068, 14850, 14853}

ALL

148**

1485*

1485314850

130**

1306*

13068

1305*

13053

Fig. 1. Generalization hierarchy and its corresponding domains (generalization levels)
of the QID ZIP of the running example

When we use generalization, we can use 2 types of recoding (value transfor-
mation): global recoding or local recoding. If all values of a QID are transformed
to the same generalization level, we speak of global recoding or full-domain gen-
eralization. In local recoding, the values of a QID can be transformed to different
generalization levels (in some partitions to a higher level, in some to a lower).
Even one value that occurs several times in the microdata can be transformed
to different levels in different partitions. Both recoding methods are described
in detail in [30].

In opposition to generalization, suppression does not transform the values to
other, more general values, but simply deletes (eliminates) them. Suppression
can be undertaken on single values (called cell suppression), on whole tuples
(called tuple suppression) or on whole attributes (called attribute suppression).
The impact of the attribute suppression is the same as the one of the generaliza-
tion of an attribute to the top level, where the data loss is 100%. Cell suppression
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is rarely used for achieving k-anonymity due to its complexity. Approximation
algorithms that use cell suppression are described in [23] and [2]. Tuple suppres-
sion can not be used alone for achieving k-anonymity, but it was found as very
useful together with generalization. In combination with generalization[26,29],
tuple suppression can be used to eliminate the outlier tuples, before the remain-
ing tuples get generalized. Outlier tuples are those which hardly match any other
tuples and therefore push the generalization levels even up to the top level to
meet the required k-anonymity and `-diversity. A single green eyed person in a
microdata with only blue or brown eyed people is an outlier.

ANON uses full-domain generalization, paired with tuple suppression.

3 ANON Anonymization Algorithm

ANON is based on Priority-based anonymization algorithm[27] that allows users
to specify priorities for the generalization of quasi identifiers and to set the
generalization limits. Similar to the Priority-based algorithm, ANON uses the
priorities of QIDs to calculate the weighted information loss of an anonymized
table. This weighted information loss is used in ANON’s best-first search to
determine the best anonymized table. ANON can check k-anonymity as well as
`-diversity. The main contribution of ANON is handling of missing values.

3.1 Missing Value Handling

We discussed NULL values in detail in [4] and introduced 4 different matches
for QIDs: basic match, extended match, maybe match and right maybe match.
Basic match does not handle NULL values at all, but eliminates them instead.
In basic match definition, two tuples match if they contain identical QID values
- but not NULL values. Extended match handles NULL values as normal values
(two NULL values match each other). Maybe match and right maybe match
go a step further and notice NULL values as wildcards that match every value.
However, maybe match and right maybe match are not safe against attacks on
NULL values that we introduced in [4].

ANON’s goal is to guarantee the highest possible privacy degree and at the
same time the best possible data quality. Therefore it implements beside the
standard basic match also the extended match. The user can decide whether
NULL values should be handled or not. The algorithm 1 below shows how basic
match or extended match are used to build partitions that are used afterwards
for the privacy check.

Used variables have following meaning:

– null_handling: denotes if NULL values are handled or not. If null_handling
is true than the partitioning algorithm will use extended match, otherwise
the basic match.

– null_string: represents the NULL value string - mostly NULL.
– partition: a partition is a set of tuples that match each other.
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– partitionset: set of partitions.
– table: a table with microdata.
– tuple: a table row.
– matched: denotes if a tuple matches a partition.

Algorithm 1 ANON’s Partitioning Algorithm
Input: table, null_handling, null_string
Output: set of partitions partitionset, where each partition contains tuples with
identical values of quasi identifiers or nulls instead of a quasi identifier value.
Partitions are disjoint.
1: function Partition-Table(table, null_handling, null_string)
2: partitionset← {}
3: for each tuple in table do
4: matched← false
5: for each partition in partitionset do
6: if tuple matches partition then . tuple has identical quasi

identifiers
. as other tuples in partition or a quasi identifier

. is null in the tuple and all other tuples in partition
7: add tuple into partition
8: matched← true
9: end if

10: end for
11: if matched = false then
12: if tuple does not contain null or null_handling = true then
13: partition← {tuple}
14: add partition into partitionset
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18: return partitionset
19: end function

After a table has been partitioned, ANON executes the privacy test on each
partition. Until a secure solution is found, ANON searches it among all possible
generalized tables.

3.2 Search Algorithm and Privacy Test

ANON’s anonymization algorithm uses best-first search algorithm to find the
optimal solution and weighted information loss to evaluate the cost of a poten-
tial solution (generalized table). Weighted information loss is calculated with
the formula WIL =

∑n
i=1 prios[i] ∗ ϕ

levels[i]
αi , where n is the number of quasi
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identifiers, ϕlevels[i]αi the loss of information if the attribute αi gets generalized to
the level levels[i] and prios[i] is the priority of the attribute αi.

The algorithm consists of 2 main parts: table search (function Anonymize-
Table) and privacy test (function Privacy-Test).

The main function is Anonymize-Table which takes the following param-
eters as input:

– table: original table that has to be anonymized,
– limits: array with generalization level limits for all quasi identifiers,
– prios: array with priorities for all quasi identifiers,
– k_param: k - the minimal partition size,
– l_params: array with minimal required diversities for all sensitive attributes,
– max_supp: number of tuples that are allowed to be suppressed.

Variables and values used in algorithms 2 and 0:

– open: List of potential solutions (generalized tables).
– visited: List of potential solutions that have already been added to open.
– best: Generalized table from open with the lowest information loss.
– levels: Generalization levels of a potential solution.
– child: Child node - a potential solution with a table generalized to the next

higher level at one quasi identifier while the other attributes’ levels remain
the same as the levels of the parent.

– supp_tuples: Number tuples that violate the privacy constraints.
– partition: Table partition - a set of records with the same quasi identifier

values.
– diversities: Array with diversities of one partition for all sensitive attributes.
– nil: represents a NULL value.
– failure: denotes that an anonymized table which satisfies all constraints

could not be found.

Instance variables of a node used in algorithms 2 and 0:

– node.Parent: Parent node - potential solution from which node was de-
duced.

– node.Levels: Generalization levels of node.Table. Represents action.
– node.WIL: Weighted information loss. Represents total path cost.
– node.Table: Table with values generalized to node.Levels. Represents state.

Functions used in algorithms 2 and 0:

Anonymize-Table Input: table, limits, prios, k_param, max_supp
Output: Anonymized table which satisfies all input constraints or failure
if no solution could be found.

Group-Table Input: table
Output: set of groups groupset, where each group contains tuples with iden-
tical values of quasi identifiers or null instead of a quasi identifier value.
Groups may not be disjoint, since tuples that contain null values may occur
in more than one group.
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Privacy-Test Input: node, k_param, max_supp
Output: true if node.Table satisfies all privacy constraints, else false.

Make-Node Input: table
Output: Node that represents table in the search space.

Generalize Input: table, node.Levels
Output: Table with values generalized to node.Levels.

Child-Node Input: parent, levels, prios
Output: Node with Parent = parent, Levels = levels.

Calculate-WIL Input: levels, prios
Output: Weighted information loss of a generalized table, calculated as fol-
lows:∑length(levels)−1
i=0 prios[i] ∗ ϕlevels[i]αi ϕ

levels[i]
αi is the loss of information if the

attribute αi gets generalized to the level levels[i].
Count-Tuples Input: partition

Output: Number of tuples that there are in the partition.
length Input: array; Output: Length of the array.

ANON is meant to be a customizable tool – for the user as well as for the
developer – therefore the implementation offers an abstract class of search algo-
rithms that can easily be extended by new search algorithms. The privacy check
does not have to be written again, because it is decoupled from the search al-
gorithm. Similar interfaces are provided for information loss calculation, as well
as for `-diversity check. Details about the implementation are given in the next
section.
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Algorithm 2 ANON’s Priority-based Algorithm - Part 1 (Search Algorithm)
Input: table, limits, prios, k_param, l_params, max_supp
Output: anonymized table satisfying k-anonymity and `-diversity or failure
if no solution could be found
1: function Anonymize-Table(table, limits, prios, k_param, l_params,
max_supp)

2: open← {Make-Node(table)}
3: visited← {}
4: while open is not empty do
5: best← node n in open with the lowest n.WIL value
6: if best.Table = nil then
7: best.Table← Generalize(table, best.Levels)
8: end if
9: if Privacy-Test(best, k_param, l_params, max_supp) then

10: return best.Table
11: else . expand best
12: for i← 0 to length(limits)− 1 do
13: levels← best.Levels
14: if limits[i] > levels[i] then
15: levels[i]← levels[i] + 1
16: child← Child-Node(best, levels, prios)
17: if child not in visited then
18: add child into open
19: add child into visited
20: end if
21: end if
22: end for
23: best.Table← nil
24: remove best from open
25: end if
26: end while
27: return failure
28: end function

29: function Child-Node(parent, levels, prios)
30: return a node with
31: Parent← parent,
32: Levels← levels,
33: WIL← Calculate-WIL(levels, prios) . Weighted

Information Loss
34: Table← nil
35: end function
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Algorithm 3 ANON’s Priority-based Algorithm - Part 2 (Privacy Test)
36: function Privacy-Test(node, k_param, l_params, max_supp)
37: supp_tuples← 0
38: for each partition in Partition-Table(node.Table) do
39: if Count-Tuples(partition) ≥ k_param then . k-anonymity

satisfied
40: diversities← Calculate-Diversities(partition)
41: for i← 0 to length(l_params)− 1 do
42: if diversities[i] < l_params[i] then . `-diversity not

satisfied
43: remove partition from node.Table
44: supp_tuples← supp_tuples+Count-Tuples(partition)
45: break
46: end if
47: end for
48: else . k-anonymity not satisfied
49: remove partition from node.Table
50: supp_tuples← supp_tuples+ Count-Tuples(partition)
51: end if
52: if supp_tuples > max_supp then . privacy not satisfied
53: return false
54: end if
55: end for
56: return true . privacy satisfied (supp_tuples ≤ max_supp)
57: end function

4 ANON Principle and Implementation

ANON is a flexible and customizable anonymization tool implemented in Java. It
is available in two distributions: as a Web Service and as an executable platform-
independent java archive (JAR) with a simple graphical user interface.

ANON’s guiding principal is to offer an anonymization software solution
which produces best quality results, is highly customizable and can be used in a
wide application area. Its application domain can be switched immediately with-
out any changes in ANON. This possibility is enabled by the ANON definition
file, which is a combination of an anonymization settings file and a metadata file.
As drawn in figure 2, ANON definition file is the main ANON input that de-
termines the microdata source(s) and the outputs, as well as the anonymization
process itself.

ANON definition is an XML file that consists of the following five fundamen-
tal sections:

Parameters define the anonymization settings (the value of k, maximal sup-
pression threshold max_supp, type of the search algorithm, ANON report
settings and missing value handling details).
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Fig. 2. ANON principle

Datasource definition defines the source(s) of data that should be anonymized
(database(s), XML or CSV-file(s)).

Output definition defines the target where the anonymized data should be
saved (database, XML or CSV-file).

Attributes definition defines which attributes should be read from the source
data and how these should be handled. Each k-attribute should have assigned
its priority and maximal generalization limit. Each l-attribute must be con-
figured with the `-diversity type that should be used for checking, and its
desired parameter values (`).

Generalization hierarchies define value generalization hierarchies that are
used for anonymization. For every quasi identifier attribute (k-attribute)
there should be one generalization hierarchy, upon which the values are gen-
eralized. Each generalization hierarchy contains information about the hier-
archy levels inclusive their information loss and a value generalization tree.
This tree must contain all the values that the corresponding quasi identifier
can hold in the microdata.

ANON definition file is maintained by the user and can by adapted to his/her
needs anytime. The XML Schema file ANONSchema.xsd defines a valid ANON
definition file.

As noticeable from the listings above, ANON is capable of anonymizing data
from multiple sources that have one of the following formats: database connection
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(JDBC), XML-file or CSV-file. The result can be saved as one of these formats as
well. Besides the anonymization outcome, user can decide to receive an ANON
report, which informs about the anonymization process and eventual failures.

ANON offers the user the possibility to select the attributes that the user
wants to handle in the anonymization process and mark them with one of the
following anonymization types:

– k-attribute,
– l-attribute,
– dontcare,
– ignore.

The attributes that should be skipped from the result should be marked with
“ignore”. Alternatively they can be left out of the ANON definition file to raise
the same effect. If an attribute does not play any role for the individuals privacy
and should appear unchanged in the result, then it should be marked as “dont-
care”. The remaining two types are those that are relevant for the anonymization
process.

Attributes marked with “k-attribute” are quasi identifiers that must be trans-
formed to a particular generalization level, such that k-anonymity for the whole
table is satisfied. For this kind of attributes, the user should also specify the
generalization limit and attribute priority. For l-attributes (sensitive attributes),
the `-diversity type and its parameter(s) should be defined.

ANON is designed to provide anonymized tables with multi-attribute `-
diversity. The `-diversity can be defined on the attribute level, not globally as
the parameter k is. Furthermore, ANON allows to assign different `-diversity
types to different attributes. This is a noteworthy advantage of ANON, because
none of `-diversity types can be appropriate for all kinds of sensitive attributes’
values. For example, distinct `-diversity with ` = 2 performs well when checking
an attribute with only two possible values that are equally distributed (e.g. IgG
test for a common infection with possible values positive and negative). The
situation is not so optimistic if the same `-diversity must prove the diversity of
some numerical values (e.g. income). Such values are presumably highly diverse,
but may semantically not differ much. It is a big difference between two incomes
e 1,000 and e 4,000 and barely a difference between e 1,000 and e 1,050, but
both pairs are diverse. For values of this kind, a distance measure would provide
much higher privacy.

ANON responded to this observation with an `-diversity interface, which
allows to add new `-diversity types and their calculations without changing
ANON’s source code. Such interfaces are also available for the search algorithm,
input/output data format, etc. At the moment, ANON only supports distinct
`-diversity, but has already prepared instantiations for entropy `-diversity and
recursive `-diversity, where the diversity calculation must be implemented.

Instead of `-diversity, t-closeness[17] can be integrated into ANON without
a need to change the code, since ANON’s `-diversity interface requires to pass a
list of all values of a sensitive attribute that appear in the group to the `-diversity
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calculation method. To add t-closeness to ANON, an additional `-diversity class
to calculate the metric could be written with ease.

5 ANON Evaluation and Experiments

ANON’s anonymization algorithm (a best-first search instantiation) is optimal
and complete. If generalization limits are set to less than the number of general-
ization levels, it is possible that the algorithm will not find a solution (because
there is none). If no limits are set, it always finds a solution, which is in worst
case a completely generalized table with only one partition.

ANON is NP-complete. Its worst case time complexity equals to the number
of nodes in the state space, which grows exponentially with the number of quasi
identifier attributes. State space size is calculated with the formulaΠn

i=1limits[i],
where n is the number of quasi identifiers and limits[i] is the generalization limit
of the quasi identifier αi.

Space complexity is almost constant because the solutions’ states (general-
ized tables) are not kept in the memory. After a state has been evaluated by
the function Privacy-Test, it is immediately removed from the memory. The
original table is kept in the memory until the end of an anonymization process,
so there are at most two tables kept in the memory at the same time.

Although ANON is NP-complete and its time complexity in O(2n), where n
is the number of quasi identifiers, it is a feasible (practicable) solution, because
the number of quasi identifiers in a table is low and limited and the number of
tuples nearly does not have any impact on the time complexity. Furthermore,
the users do not require any real time solutions. Tables are not anonymized very
frequently, so it is tolerable, if it takes a few minutes to generate a high quality
solution. For the researchers, the utility of data is more important though.

Detailed experiments on complexity and other important characteristics of
ANON have shown that ANON’s performance is good anyhow and can addi-
tionally be influenced by many parameters, which can be modified by the user.
The experiments are presented in the next section.

5.1 Experiment Data and Setup

All experiments described in coming sections were performed on a computer
with an Intel R© Core

TM
2 Quad CPU Q9400 @ 2.66GHz processor, 8GB RAM

and Windows 7 Enterprise operating system.
The microdata used for the experiments was the Adult Data Set from UCI

Machine Learning Repository[9], which is commonly used for performance ex-
periments in the microdata privacy literature. Adult Data Set contains real data
collected by the U.S. census bureau in the year 1994. This data is split in a
training set and a test set. For our experiments we merged both sets together
and tuples with unknown values were removed. After data cleaning, the set con-
tained 45,222 tuples. To provide comparable results, same data preparation was
undertaken as described in [19] and [16]. From the 15 attributes in the data set,
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the identical nine were chosen as in [19]. As shown in table 3, the attributes age,
gender, race, marital status, education, native country and workclass were
used as quasi identifiers and the attributes salary class and occupation were
used as sensitive attributes. Generalization hierarchies for the used quasi identi-
fiers were constructed in a semantically logical way. They come with the ANON
distribution.

Attribute Domain Generalization type No. of gen.
size levels

1 Age 74 Ranges (5, 10, 20, 100) 4
2 Gender 2 Taxonomy tree 1
3 Race 5 Taxonomy tree 1
4 Marital Status 7 Taxonomy tree 2
5 Education 16 Taxonomy tree 3
6 Native Country 41 Taxonomy tree 2
7 Work Class 7 Taxonomy tree 2
8 Salary class 2 Sensitive att.
9 Occupation 14 Sensitive att.

Table 3. Adult Data Set description (adapted from [19])

There were two experiment runs, each with almost 800 anonymizations: one
with the use of priorities and information loss and one without them, to imitate
the optimal search algorithms without a cost function (e.g. MinGen). Infor-
mation loss values are listed within generalization hierarchies that come with
ANON. The priority order of attributes (starting with a low priority) in the
first run was {age, native country, education, marital status, workclass, race,
sex}. In the second run (without the cost function), an implicit priority order
was derived from the attributes order in the ANON definition file, which was
{age, sex, race, marital status, education, native country, workclass}. Gener-
alization limits were not set (they equaled to the no. of generalization levels) to
avoid an anonymization without a solution.

The experiments were performed to estimate the “real case” complexity and
the impact of different parameters on the number of visited nodes, resulting
information loss and average partition size. These parameters are listed in table
4. There were over 1,500 produced anonymizations, where the parameters were
set to almost all possible value combinations.

As parameter values, the representative values according to the results of pre-
experiments were chosen. Those experiments have shown that, for example, the
skipped k values (4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11,...) do not provide different performance results
as the next higher (or lower) chosen value. Some of the representative parameter
value combinations and their results are drawn in the charts in the following sec-
tions. Each line point (marker) in a chart represents one anonymization setting
(or simply one anonymization). The line marker style is mostly chosen pairwise,
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Parameter Chart notation Values
n QID 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
k k 2, 3, 5, 10, 14, 20, 100, 200, 1000
`α8

l1 1, 2
`α9

l2 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14
max_supp supp. 0%, 1%, 10%
cost function (WIL) with priorities used (first run), not used (second run)

w/o priorities
Table 4. Experiments’ parameters and their values

such that a line with black markers has something in common with a line with
the same, but white, markers. The same applies for marker shape. The dotted
red lines always represent some upper or lower bound. Charts with the parame-
ter k on the x-axis that contain a setting “2 sensitive”, assign `α8

= 2 (l1=2) and
adapt parameter `α9 to parameter k (l2=k) until the limit `α9 = 14 is reached.

5.2 Algorithm Complexity and Impact of Quasi Identifiers’ Size

The first two experiments deal with the time complexity. In these experiments,
the impact of the quasi identifiers’ increase on the number of visited nodes
and anonymization time was analyzed. Both experiments were executed with
four different anonymization settings groups: 1) k=2 with 0% tuple suppression
(blue line), 2) k=2 with 1% suppression limit (violet line), 3) k=10 with 0%
suppression and `α8

= 2, `α9
= 10 (green line) and 4) k=10 with 1% suppression

and `α8
= 2, `α9

= 10 (orange line). The red dotted line denotes the maximal
possible number of visited nodes (Πn

i=1limits[i]) and the approximated maximal
required anonymization time, respectively. As approximation, the anonymization
settings with k=14, 0% suppression and `α8

= 2, `α9
= 14 were used. These

settings were noticed to result in maximal possible values, because only the last
queued node with completely generalized table satisfies these settings.

It is commonly known that time complexity grows with the number of quasi
identifiers. In contrast to that, the number of tuples in a table does not have a
big impact on time complexity. Table size is just a constant factor multiplied by
the number of nodes, which does not affect the number of visited nodes itself and
can therefore be neglected. Figure 3 confirms for ANON that time complexity
grows with the increase in quasi identifiers.

Figure 4 represents the same experiment, where, instead of number of visited
nodes, the time was measured. If we compare both figures, it is easy to see
that time depends on the number of nodes and some other minor factors. If we
observe the `-diversity lines (green and orange lines) in figures 3 and 4, we can
notice that these lines have a slightly higher slope in the chart with time on
the y-axis than in the chart with nodes on the y-axis. The explanation for this
phenomenon is hidden in diversity calculation effort. ANON does not need to
calculate the size of a partition (relevant for k-anonymity checking) explicitly,
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Fig. 3. Search algorithm complexity (number of nodes)

because it is managed together with a partition. The diversity (relevant for `-
diversity checking), in opposition to partition size, has to be calculated extra for
each partition, if the partition is k-anonymous.

A very interesting and important piece of information visible in charts 3 and
4, is the enormous impact of tuple suppression. The blue and the violet line have
the same settings, except the maximal suppression limit (blue 0%, violet 1%).
However, the difference in the results is huge. It took 1,075 nodes to anonymize
7 quasi identifiers to a 2-anonymous table with no suppression (blue) and with
just 1% suppression (max. 453 tuples may be eliminated), it took only 60 nodes
until the optimal solution was found.

5.3 Impact of Parameter Values

Parameter k is the central parameter in microdata anonymization. It determines
the minimal partition size, but (of course) also the maximal ` parameter. Figure
5 shows how the number of visited nodes increases with a rising k. The lines with
black markers represent anonymizations that had to satisfy only k-anonymity.
The lines with white markers had to satisfy `-diversity, too (`α8 = 2; `α9 = k or
`α9

= 14 if k > 14).
The chart shows that the number of nodes does not differ very much be-

tween anonymization with only k-anonymity constraint and those with added
`-diversity – until k = ` = 10. At this point, the `-lines jump dramatically. This
jump is explained with the number of distinct values of the second sensitive at-
tribute occupation – which is 14. If those 14 values would be equally distributed,
the problem would not be so hard, but they are not. A detailed data analy-
sis showed that one value of attribute occupation (Armed-Forces) appears only
14-times. That means that maximal 14 partitions are possible at all. Since solu-
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Fig. 4. Search algorithm complexity (time)

tions with a low number of partitions (and therefore big average partition size)
are mostly bound to a high information loss, they are tested very late. As a
consequence, the number of visited nodes is very high.

Two of the lines are especially interesting: the green one and the orange one.
The green line deviates constantly until k = 10 at 1,255 nodes and then hits
the maximal number of nodes 2,160 at the point k = 14. This means that in
the first half, some particular outlier tuples are the bottleneck and force a high
generalization, which with a 1% suppression would be remarkably lower (see
the light blue line). The maximal possible ` value (14) is the bottleneck in the
second half (k ≥ 14) that causes a maximal table generalization and thus useless
results. The orange line suffers from the same problem with outlier tuples as
the first half of the green line. This chart confirms again that tuple suppression
is essential and that it improves the quality of results tremendously and much
more than any k adjustment could.

The experiment 6 shows similar results as 5 did, but focuses on anonymization
with priorities (use of the cost function) vs. anonymization without priorities.

If we focus on green and orange line (only k-anonymity) or blue and red
line (added `-diversity), we notice that anonymizations without priorities vis-
ited a significantly higher amount of nodes to find a satisfying solution. The
explanation for this is the lowest priority of age defined in anonymizations with
priorities. Analysis of resulting generalization levels showed that age must be
mostly generalized to the maximal level, to satisfy the privacy constraints. This
is logical, since exactly age has far the most distinct values (see domain size in
table 3). If we recapitulate how the algorithm with the cost function and the one
without work, the big node number difference is clear. Best-first search general-
izes age to its maximum first, since this is the cheapest move, and then starts to
generalize the other attributes. A breadth-first search algorithm generalizes all
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Fig. 5. Impact of k-value and suppression on the number of visited nodes (7 quasi
identifiers)

attributes equally one by one (searches one tree level by another) and so visits
many more nodes until it finds a solution (sometimes the same one). If age would
have the highest priority, ceteris paribus, an algorithm without priorities would
be better off.

This experiment showed that priorities should be used wisely. Sometimes, it
is better to assign a slightly lower priority to an attribute that is important if
the domain size is so big that the attribute would be generalized to a high level
anyway. In other words: priorities can be used to increase performance (sink
the number of visited nodes), too. In such a scenario, priorities should correlate
negatively with the domain size (the bigger the domain size, the smaller the
priority).

The experiment 7 shows how the user-defined priorities impact the number
of visited nodes. The pink line shows how the number of nodes increases with
` if six quasi identifiers are anonymized. The line is quite flat until ` = 12 and
then rises rapidly to the almost maximal number of visited nodes (lower dotted
line). This phenomenon was already discussed in experiment 5. The lower blue
line with black circle markers (k = 14), which shows that the 14-anonymous
table is a priori 6-diverse, reveals another interesting finding about `: some `
values have a stronger anonymization effect as the others have (which may have
none at all). The flat parts of the curve imply that if the 14-anonymous table
satisfies 7-diversity, it is already 9-diverse. And a 10-diverse table is also 12-
diverse. In other words: anonymizations with ` = 1 to 6 (as well as ` = 7 to 9
and ` = 10 to 12) provide the same results. The same observation regarding k
was made in pre-experiments, therefore only some striking k-values were used
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Fig. 6. Impact of user-defined priorities on the number of visited nodes (7 quasi iden-
tifiers, suppression 1%)

for further experiments. Both pairs (the pair with circular markers and the pair
with triangular markers) have completely the same anonymization settings, but
for the anonymizations with black markers the cost function (priority-weighted
information loss) was used, whereas for the anonymizations with white markers
it was not. The difference in number of visited nodes is tremendous. It is inter-
esting that, until ` = 12, a prioritized anonymization of a table with seven quasi
identifiers (dark blue) performs better than a non-prioritized anonymization of
a table with only six quasi identifiers (light blue).

This experiment proved that wisely used priorities can improve performance.
Vice versa for an unartful use of them.

The experiments showed very clearly that the greatest performance and qual-
ity impact are the number of quasi identifiers and the maximal allowed suppres-
sion of outlier tuples. What we could not see in the experiments, is the impact
of the rising number of sensitive attributes. Since the combinatorial effort grows
with a rising number of sensitive attributes, the performance would suffer when
the number of sensitive attributes would increase.

The impact of NULL values was evaluated in [4]. The experiments have shown
that NULL value handling with the extended match leads to a lower informa-
tion loss than no NULL value handling (basic match). Significant improvements
can be reached with extended match especially on data with a high percent-
age of NULL values where a minor tuple suppression is allowed (e.g. 1% tuple
suppression).
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Fig. 7. Impact of user-defined priorities on the number of visited nodes (suppression
1%)

6 Conclusion

k-anyonymity and `-diversity are well known and widespread concepts used to
anonymize data, thus helping to protect the privacy of data owners. Surprisingly,
both approaches simply ignore NULL values which frequently occur in micro-
data, e.g. because some attributes are not applicable or because the data owner
simply refused to reveal all information necessary.

In this technical report we first discussed our approach to deal with NULL
values as presented in [4]. We implemented this approach as a web service written
in Java. This tool, named ANON, will be published by TMF1.

Furthermore we presented in detail both the algorithms which build the foun-
dations of our implementation and the implementation architecure.

Finally, this technical reports presented the results of some experiments using
real data (stemming from the U.S. census). We showed the impact of several
parameters on both runtime performance and space consumption.
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